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 Videos de Paola Guillen Desnuda The skier Paola Guillen is a young Chilean, with a passion for skiing. She is the second
woman of Chile, and second Latin American, in the world to make history in the FIS Freestyle Ski World Cup. Paola Guillen

Desnuda Paola Guillen was born on February 24, in Santiago, Chile. Her parents are Paulo and Lourdes Guillen. Her
grandparents were Florentino Pérez and Alicia. She is a skier from the famous skier family of the Guillen. According to

Vídeoarrollado, the first woman of Chile in the world to make history in the FIS Freestyle Ski World Cup. Paola Guillen born in
Santiago, Chile on January 26, 2007. She is the daughter of Paulo Guillen, who was a Chilean athlete, who aspired to represent
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the country in the Olympic Games. Her mother, Lourdes Guillen, is a Chilean athlete. The family was preparing for the
Olympic Games, when Paola was born, in an emotional moment. Paulo and his brother Juan Guillen, who are both the technical

coach of the ski team of Chile, were present at birth. She spent her childhood in Valparaíso, on the Pacific Ocean coast of
Chile. In the beginning of life, Paola Guillen already had a true passion for skiing. Her parents, Juan Guillen, who is an

experienced skier, also had the same passion. His maternal grandmother was a skier who was in the event of skiing in Chile. On
April 25, 2008, the 13-year-old Paola Guillen took part in the course, when she won the "girls" ski contest. The boy in a cap

with an orange color. The tournament was held in the ski area of the ski center in Santiago. All the participants had the chance
to participate in different events. In the Nordic Ski Tournament, she won the "boys" ski 82157476af
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